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Get a data mining recipe for success to increase profits and reduce costs in today’s business world with–This book shows you how to create and implement models of the most commonly asked data mining questions for marketing, sales, risk analysis, and customer relationship management and support. You’ll get proven modeling techniques that address specific questions to help you find new ways to increase profit and cut costs. Starting from the basics, you’ll learn how to plan the menu and choose the right ingredients–or ask the right questions and get data ready to mine–before you get down to the business of creating the meal. You’ll find numerous case studies that detail available data sources for developing targeting models, then learn to process, evaluate, and implement them through an extensive case study of a lifetime value model for a life insurance direct-mail campaign. This step-by-step guide will help you to:
	Mine your company’s data or find outside sources for your project
	Select and transform the variables when preparing data for modeling
	Test and validate response, activation, and profitability models
	Perform customer analysis through profiling and segmentation
	Build models to predict response, risk, churn, and lifetime value
	Use models for Web-based marketing and customer support


Also AvailableData Mining Cookbook CD-ROM see ad in back of bookVisit our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks/ Visit the companion Web site atdataminingcookbook.wiley.com     

       About the Author


   OLIVIA  PARR RUD (Olivia@datasquare.com) is Executive Vice President of Data Square, LLC, a leading database marketing consulting firm. She has over 22 years’ experience in data mining, predictive modeling, and segmentation for a variety of industries,  including credit card, insurance, high tech, telecommunications, and catalog industries. She provides analysis and solutions for her clients in the areas of acquisition, retention, risk, and overall profitability for direct mail, telemarketing, broadcast marketing, and the Internet.       
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Microsoft Money 2006 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Covers Premium, Deluxe, and Standard editions of Money
Use Money to save money, make money, manage money, and get your money's worth     

Ever hear that it takes money to make money? Spend a little on this book and discover easy ways to set up accounts, do your banking online, research and track investments, make payments on time, even...
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Mastering PerlO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Take the next step toward Perl mastery with advanced concepts that make coding easier, maintenance simpler, and execution faster. Mastering Perl isn't a collection of clever tricks, but a way of thinking about Perl programming for solving debugging, configuration, and many other real-world problems you’ll encounter...
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Optimizing Linux® Performance: A Hands-On Guide to Linux® Performance ToolsPrentice Hall, 2005
The first comprehensive, expert guide for end-to-end Linux application  optimization Learn to choose the right tools—and use them together to solve real  problems in real production environmentsSuperior application performance is more  crucial than ever—and in today's complex production environments, it's tougher  to ensure, too. If you...
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Understanding Laboratory & Diagnostic Tests (The Health Information Management Series)Delmar Cengage Learning, 1997

	Ideal for instruction in nursing, health information, medical assisting, medical transcription or health unit coordinator programs, this text contains numerous end-of-chapter exercises and case studies to challenge the learner. The most commonly ordered tests are covered, complete with an accurate description of the name and type of test, how...
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Advances in Multi-Objective Nature Inspired Computing (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010
The purpose of this book is to collect contributions that deal with the use of nature inspired metaheuristics for solving multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems. Such a collection intends to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art developments in this field, with the aim of motivating more researchers in operations research,...
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XML Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
This practical, roll-up-your-sleeves guide distills years of  ingenious XML hacking into a complete set of  tips, tricks,  and tools for web developers, system administrators, and  programmers who want to leverage the untapped power of XML.  If you want more than the average XML user--to explore and   experiment, discover clever...
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